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What I do wish to refer to is your comment that "with
the make-believe which denies the existence of pain and
disease we have no patience." May I be permitted to say
at once and without equivocation that neither has any
Christian Scientist? The members of the medical pro-
fession have for centuries devoted their lives, bave even
often given their lives, to the struggle which has for its
object the overcoming of disease and pain. No Christian
Scientist who denied this would be worthy the name.
The Christian Scientist has come to join in the struggle,
to spend his life in pressing to the same goal. Surely it
V6uld be unworthy of the physician to deny this, and un-
worthy of a great medical journal, however much it might
dheredit the means, to misstate the method.

Christian Science, then, does not teach that disease and
pain have no existence in the ordinary sense of the word.
But it does distinguish between an existence which is an
expression of the absolute and one wvhich is nothing
beyond a subjective condition of the human mind. In
other words,, Christian Science is Idealism pushed un-

kingly to its ultimate and logical conclusions. It
cotends that pain and disease are unreal, inasmuch as
they are no part of divine law; it admits that they have a
relative existence as a subjective condition of the human
mind. " Sickness," writes Mrs. Eddy in Science and Health,
"Is neither imaginary nor unreal-that isto the frightened
false sense of the patient. Sickness is more than fancy;
it is solid conviction. It is therefore to be dealt with
through right; apprehension of the truth of being. If
Christian healing is abused by mere smatterers in Science,
it becomes a tedious mischief-maker. Instead of scienti-
IIcally effecting a cure, it starts a petty crossfire over every
cipple and Invalid, buffeting them with the superficial
and cold assertion, 'Nothing ails you."'
In attempting the demonstration of this problem the

student of Christiati Science relies on nothing but, the
understanding of divine Principle as taught by Jesus to His
disciples, and in proportion to his power to grasp this,
and not in any way in dependence on the will of man, will
the demonstration be quickened or protracted. It is this
fact which gives perennial force to that great saying of
Gamaliel, " If this counsel or this work be of men, it will
oome to nought; but if it be of God, ye cannot overthrow
it."-I am, etc.,
London, S.W., July 20th. FREDERIOK DIXON.

HEALTH VISITORS AS UNQUALIFIED
ASSISTANTS.

SIR,-I wonder whether the majority of medical men
at all realize that we are living in an age of transition, an
age when changes of the most fundamental character in
the functions of the entire profession are Eilently pre-
paring, for whlch it is in a high degree important that we
should be ready to adapt ourselves when the time is ripe.
bI an interesting speech recently published, Sir James
Barr has called attention to the desirability of these
changes, forecasting a day when the work of the general
practitioner will be mainly of a preventive rather than a
curative nature.
In a paper on Preventive Medicine and the Individual,

contributed to the Bristol Congress of the Royal Sanitary
Institute last year,' I ventured some suggestions as to the
way in which this transition might be furthered by
co operation of the private practitioner and the medical
officer of health. But the fact is, and it is regrettable,
that the medical officer of health seems upon the whole
desirous of keeping preventive work in his own hands,
relying for assistance, where assistance is indispensable,
upon lay satellites rather than upon his medical brethren.
I will go so far as to say that medical men, when once
they have entered the official world, are too often forgetful
of the pit whence they have been digged, and that many
of them fall into the way of thinking and speaking
contemptuQusly of the mere general practitioner.
I have an old and valued friend who by dint of sterling

pluck and ability has achieved an honourable position in
the world of medical officialdom. With him I have had
many a tussle over this very question of the supposed
slackness and incapacity of the "average general practi-
tioner." While approving in principle of the reforms
I advocate, he objects that they depend for success upon
tie intelligent co operation of this deplorable person,
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from whom intelligent co-operation is, in his opinion,
upon the whole past praying far. Perhaps this opinion is
more typical of the attitude of medical officials towards
their non-official brethren than is at all suspected by
its objects, or, shall I say, victims ? Possibly this
is the reason that in most of our large towns what
I consider distinctively medical functions are, in daily
increasing measure, being assigned by. the health
authorities, with hearty support from their medical
officers, to unqualified persons. I refer in particular to
the growing army of "health visitors," paid' by the muni-
cipalities to visit the poor in their dwellings, collect
statistical materials, adviee parents, and assist the medical
officer of health in the study of infectious diseases. In
the caee of minor ailments they are supposed, I believe,
to press for the summons of a medical man where they
consider it necessary. But who are they to say whether
it is or is not necessary to summon medical aid? And if
they do not consider it necessary, what guarantee have
we that they will refrain from prescribing on their own
account? None whatever, it seems to me, but, considering
the universal itch for amateur doctoring, a moral certainty
of the opposite.

I am sorry to say that my conscience will not permit
me to advocate an attitude of uncompromising hostility to
the employment of unqualified health visitors. .The
claims of the poor and, above all, of their children are
paramount; and the funds at present available for.these
purposes are in most places insufficient to allow of the
provision of qualified medical men or medical women. Still
the fact remains that the functions discharged by health
visitors are medical functions, and cannot be properly dis-
charged by unqualified persons, however docile or well
meaning. We in our curative work are prohibited from
the employment of even partially trained (but unregis-
tered) -assistants. What is sauce for the unofficial goose
should be sauce for the official gander.
There are numbers of qualified men and women who,

lacking capital, are, through no fault of their own, hard
put to it to earn a living. Medical officials are in honour
bound to remember this; and as, with the inevitable
growth of State Socialism-for that is what it amounts -to
-more and more preventive work is forced upon their
department, it should be their constant endeavour to see
that the bulk of this is assigned to those who are -alone
competent to undertake It. And practitioners in general;
especially those -living in large towns, where money for
preventive work is, or ought to be, forthcoming, should be
vigilant in resistance of any tendency upon the part of
the health authorities to allocate-save provisionally or
under a genuine economic compulsion- distinctively
medical work to unqualified individuals.-I am. etc.,
Bath, July 18th. CHARLES J. WHITBY, M.D.Cantab.

"KKUSTER'S OPERATION OF POST - AURICUL&R
MEATAL ANTROTOMY AND MR. HEATH'S CLAIM."
SIR,-Under the above heading there is an interesting

letter from the pen of Dr. William Hill in your issue of
July 20th. It is welcome as adding another to the large
number of methods which the mastoid operation I
practise and teach is erroneously supposed to resemble.
It also exemplifies the difficulties surgeons experience in
understanding complicated operations from mere descrip-
tions. Those who, like Dr. Hill, have not seen the pro-
cedure are apt to form erroneous impressions regarding it.
One such surgeon described my method as "an incom-
plete Stacke operation "; another, Dr. Fox, at the. British
Laryngological and Otological Association in December
last, asked how it differed from a "modified Swartze."
He then and there received the explanation.1 Now Dr.
Hill boldly describes my method as a " A,lster cperation "
pur 8ang. Doubtless other comparisons will follow, and
equally foreign to the fact. Verily it is something of
importance thus to be persistently attacked. I am the
last to expect or desire everybody to agree with me. Were
it so, there would be no spice In the pie, and, moreover,
by full discussion the truth must ultimately prevail.
Now, Dr. Hill, in his accusation that I. have adopted
Kuster's operation and called it my own, appears to
rely on the portion of it which deals only with the bone)
and gives quotations from Kilater's writings and from
mine side by side. I repeat these quotations verbatim,
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